Event name: online quiz on "Emerging Transition in Humanities after COVID 19"

Date of start: 28.5.20

Date of end: 29.5.20

Description: 1st round prelims and II SECOND CONDUCT ONLINE ZOOM APP

No. of Participant: 264 (I Round) 10 (II Round)

Report:

The Environmental Science club (EVS) in association with Department of Chemistry, K. Ramakrishnan college of engineering, samayapuram, trichy has organized a online quiz contest on "Emerging Transition in Humanities after COVID 19" in view of Lockdown 4.0. The planning of contest was done using Google meet, in which other work of coordinators and the way to conduct quiz was clearly discussed. Registration form through Google form. The link for registration was mentions in pamphlet and was circulated to various colleges. The Prelims round was conducted through google form. Ten participants (top Scores) were selected and attended the main round. The main round was conducted through Zoom. The Zoom meeting included the host, Two other coordinators and the staff incharge. The feedback from the participants was positive and the contest was successfully completed.